WORDS FROM THE PRESIDENT, DAWN TER HORST, IIDA

Please allow me to officially welcome you to a new IIDA Calendar year! I am very excited and privileged to introduce our 2012-2013 IIDA - Indiana Chapter Board. We have an extremely talented group of professionals leading IIDA in an exciting and focused direction with one goal in mind: to elevate the profession of Interior Design and provide value to our members!

New to the board this year are the following: Laura Conlon as VP of City Centers, Laura will be responsible for overseeing activities in both Indianapolis and Ft. Wayne to ensure each City Center is providing valuable events. Tiffany Hauri as Marketing Director; Tiffany has taken on the task of re-branding our website and IIDA collateral along with the Graphics Committee to be rolled out in the first quarter of next year! Kaitlyn Hart as Newsletter Director; Kaitlyn is responsible for all of the wonderful content you see here (along with our VP of Communications Andrea Graves!) and will be working to improve the quality of our newsletter. Janelle Cosgrove as VP of GRA; Janelle will be focusing on our legislative efforts and increasing awareness about the profession of Interior Design within the design community and Indianapolis. Look for an exciting GRA event next year! Melissa Laviolette as Environmental Director; Melissa joins us from Circle Design and will be looping us into the USGBC’s events to help keep everyone current with the CEUs required by LEED. Larry Fubs as VP of Membership; Larry was very instrumental in our successful Avant Garb fashion show event last spring and has taken on the task of finding out what our members needs and what opportunities we are missing! Lindsi Morales as Associate Member Director; Lindsi will be coordinating our NCIDQ study sessions as ASID and IIDA join together on this effort. Jess Martin as Industry Member Director; Jess will be instrumental in representing our Industry Members on our board and making sure we are providing value to them as well. And last but definitely not least, Mike Loyalbo as VP of Student Affairs, Mike joins us as a former Interior Design professor from IU. He will be evaluating our Student Competition to provide a unique opportunity for students to show off their work and be recognized by our chapter!

As we start this new year as a board we are coming off the energy of a fantastic Summer Board Retreat hosted by Steelcase in Grand Rapids, Michigan! There we were able to meet and bond as a group (for two whole days!) evaluating our current offerings and developing ways we could improve as a Chapter. I hope you will see many of these wonderful ideas implemented in the next year!

Sincerely,

Dawn
Feature Article

The Article describes the efforts taken to overcome design obstacles in a building where the interior and exterior were landmarked. This project incorporated one of Joe Fresh’s retail boutiques into a bank building. Read more in the Interior Design Magazine.

http://www.interiordesignerarizona.com/inside的看法.jsp

In-Celebration
2012 Golf Outing

The 2012 IIDA Indiana Chapter Annual Golf Outing was another big hit this year with the design community of Indianapolis. In big part to the theme of College Tailgating that got everyone competitive juices flowing. There were various colleges and collegiate activities represented this year with our winning one being maneuvers and hair styles done by our “Beauty School Dropout” team. With all of the delicious concoctions and amazing raffle prizes and all the team spirit this year’s outing stands out as one of our best yet. This event wouldn’t be possible without the amazing sponsorship and support from our Indiana Design Community and all the hard work our committee members put forth, and for that we thank you! We hope all that participated had a great time and we look forward to your continued support for future events sponsored by your Indiana IIDA Chapter!

In-put
TALK TO US!

WE WANT YOUR FEEDBACK!!!

Let us know how IIDA Indiana Chapter is doing. Send your comments to:
agraves@schmidt-arch.com

The deadline for submitting articles for the next issue is December 7th, 2012. Please email VP of Communications: Andrea Graves agraves@schmidt-arch.com
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Who's Who & What's What
by Brenda Gerst Capuano

Who...
Kim Strawbridge joined Ratio Architects design team this past May. Kate Horton started as a designer with Cripe Architects this past May. Joanne Bogenschutz is now an Account Executive at Electronic Evolutions, Inc. Christie Petersen is now Director of Sales at Corporate Interior Solutions, Inc. Kim Sekzer, formally with Knoll Studio, joined Business Furniture Corporation as a Workplace Specialist in September. Also in September Dave Russel started as a full time designer with Schott Design. Caryl Sugden, formally with Brenner Design, has accepted a position as a Regional Account Manager for Fashion Architectural Designs.

What...
Briana Dunkin with Schott Design welcomed her second daughter Piper Rae on March 13th. Carrie O'Grady McGovern with BSA Lifestuctures is expecting her first child on October 27th. Karisa Voreis, with HKS Maregatti, was married over Labor Day Weekend and is now Karisa Laughlin. Jamie Raymond with HKS Maregatti is also expecting her first child in October.
Click to view upcoming IIDA events on our Google Calendar!

Mulching and Watering with KIB

WHERE: KIB @ 1319 E. Fletcher Ave., IN 46203
     Ste. 100 Indianapolis, IN 46223

WHEN: October 3rd
      6:00-8:30pm

As a follow up to the Avanti Gals Fashion Show this past Spring we have scheduled a "Mulching and Watering" event with KIB. The proceeds raised for KIB through the Avanti Gals Silent Auction helped make this event reality! IIDA is committed to promoting sustainable products and furthering KIB’s mission of environmentalism in Indianapolis. We hope you can join us!

Limited spots available. Please RSVP to indyiida@gmail.com. Refreshments will be provided.

DID YOU KNOW?...

Elmwood Haynes, from Kokomo, IN, invented stainless steel tableware in 1912. He did this as a response to his wife's desire for tableware that wouldn't tarnish.
The board headed up to Grand Rapids, Michigan to collaborate, motivate, bond, and educate on our Summer Board Retreat. While Steelcase was celebrating 100 years we were celebrating integration in the workplace and what it will look like in the future. Steelcase gave us a terrific tour of their campus and described how they will be “practicing what they preach” as they move into one campus. They will be living and showcasing the optimal work environment. We were educated on the research they have done on work place environment and how we can use that in our daily lives as designers.

Thank you Steelcase for hosting us on our Summer Board Retreat! We also had the privilege of touring Frank Lloyd Wright’s Meyer May house. It was refreshing to see such great devotion and detail put into the project. As we enjoyed food and beverages on the veranda we discussed our love for design and how we can share that with other designers in Indiana. In order for the IIDA Indiana Chapter to grow we felt as though some changes needed to be made in terms of branding for our chapter. Steve Haney was kind enough to educate us more on how we can develop a stronger brand for our chapter. We all left the retreat feeling more motivated and educated on what we can do for the designers in our area. We are looking forward to a wonderful year full of growth and fun!
Someone once told me “if you are passionate about what you do, that will make all of the difference.” It is hard not to be passionate about design. As designers we feed off of other’s passions to motivate us. I came into the design field because I loved the ability to shape the way people interact within a space. We are able to give others what they envision and cannot give themselves. I have had the pleasure of being surrounded by wonderful, passionate designers every day. Whether it be a co-worker, other IDA members or a young sibling whose creativity knows no bounds. I am grateful and honored to be in the profession I am and thank all of you for allowing this profession to prosper. As a recent graduate of Colorado State University I was anxious to apply what I learned in school to my professional career. As I continue to learn more about the design profession I continue to become more passionate about what I do. It is exciting to see how designers are able to impact every aspect of life in such a variety of ways. I want to thank all of you for your part in design throughout the world and particularly in Indiana. I am thrilled to be a part of this chapter and look forward to what the future holds for the IDA Indiana Chapter and the design world as a whole.

-Kathryn Hart

Thank you to all our 2012 Partners!